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Definition of Intention
1. an act or instance of determining mentally 

upon some action or result.
2. the end or object intended; purpose.

Notice that the definition doesn’t include “well 
meaning,” or the paving stones on the road to 
Hell. We’re not talking about motives, or what’s 
in our hearts.

This is not a moral conversation, and I invite you 
let go of your opinions of what is good and bad 
and right and wrong as you read this email.

We’re talking about declaring an intended out-
come, and keeping our eye on that in the face of 
anything life brings us.

How often are you living from intention?

Sometimes we know what we want, and yet 
we declare our intention by saying we’ll ‘try to 
make it happen’ or ‘let’s just see how it goes’ 
or ‘I don’t want to declare something I don’t 
know how to achieve’ or ‘but that’s not realistic.’ 
Imagine declaring an intended outcome as ‘this 
shall be,’ and then taking action to fulfill on that, 
regardless of the outcome. Over and over.

People fail to fulfill on intentions all the time. 
Michael Jordan and Wayne Gretzky missed 
thousands of shots. Nader lost the Presidency 
many times. 

Very few of us win the gold medal on our first 
attempt. And there was nothing realistic about 
Hugh Hefner or the Wright Brothers’ visions.

When we create intentions in life, we have 
something to measure our performance against, 
and clear options for elevating our performance.

We have an opportunity to see the person in the 
mirror as someone who can produce intended 
outcomes reliably.

Our projects become a series of intended out-
comes and actual results. 

It doesn’t get any simpler than that.

Imagine if you create your next date night with 
the intention of having your special someone 
feel loved and appreciated.

Or create a day at work with the intention of 
having everyone around you experience excel-
lence.

Or cleaning the kitchen with the intention of 
having a space that’s comfortable.

Or the intention of savoring that ice cream sand-
wich.

Or the intention of bringing in $5,000 this week.

When we create intentions, we consciously cre-
ate filters to experience and perceive life. Our 
actions begin to sync with our intentions. The 
experience of life alters.

I invite you to take on the practice of living your 
life from intentions.

This is your opportunity to live a created life at a 
whole new level.

Before every activity, conversation, or event, 
create your intended result or outcome.

Notice how your thinking, speaking, and acting 
all begin to line up to have that intention real-
ized.

Give yourself the freedom to create it beyond 
just tangible outcomes, and create intended 
experiences for yourself and others.

And remember, like any other muscle, this will 
take time to strengthen. Give yourself room to 
fail. Einstein and Bob Marley did.

Writing a context email is a great intention. 
Intending for my readers to be empowered in 
their lives produces a different final draft.

Give yourself the gift of a created life. It’s an 
intention worth fulfilling on.

Mic Mell, www.FullSelfExpression.com ■

power of intention
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“An individual who breaks a law that conscience tells him is unjust, and who willingly accepts the 
penalty of imprisonment in order to arouse the conscience of the community over its injustice,  

is in reality expressing the highest respect for the law.”   – Martin Luther King, Jr. 

the dangerous games 
our chIldren play
Risk-taking is an inherent part of human development. We can 
all probably look back on our formative years and recall some of 
the dangerous—and stupid—things we did and wonder how we 
ever made it to adulthood alive.

But having said that, it doesn’t mean we just sit back and let our 
kids do dangerous stuff without raising a peep.

Recently, kids have been drawn to participating in various 
“games” in great numbers, whether to be different, cool, accept-
ed, or just entertained. These games can be dangerous and even 
life threatening.

One of the most recent crazes is the “cinnamon challenge”. 
This hazardous game debuted to a large audience by way of a 
YouTube video. The objective is to swallow a tablespoon of 
cinnamon without water in under 60 seconds. Participants are 

hit with extreme fits of coughing and sometimes vomiting. But 
those side effects don’t compare with the potential for lung col-
lapse, pneumonia, and pulmonary edema (fluid build-up in the 
lungs). 

There are numerous other downright dangerous games that 
today’s kids are engaging in. Google “the choking game,” “the 
gallon challenge,” “the chubby bunny,” and “the ice and salt 
challenge” to see for yourself.

Stay alert to these so-called games, but don’t panic. Openly, 
honestly, and patiently communicate with your child about these 
matters. Don’t come down too hard on them if they’ve dabbled 
in these activities, as they may rebel. Again, remember your own 
youthful dalliances. Going about things in a measured way will 
improve their odds; chances are, they’ll make it to adulthood 
just fine. After all,  you did. ■

SocIal SecurIty checkS 

go the way of the dinosaur
There will be no Social Security checks in the mail for millions 
of Americans starting in 2013. No, Social Security is not being 
abolished. Instead of checks in the mail, electronic deposits and 
debit cards will be the way of the world.

The changes will also affect those who receive veterans’ benefits, 
federal disability payments, and railroad pensions. Tax refunds 
are still exempt, but the IRS is encouraging taxpayers to make 
the switch.

Ninety percent of federal benefits recipients already receive their 
payments electronically. Electronic payments are safer and more 
efficient than paper checks. In 2010, over 540,000 federal bene-
fits checks were reported lost or stolen. The government believes 
the switch will save approximately $120 million a year and $1 
billion over the next decade. 

There is concern, however, for older retirees who live by them-
selves, don’t have bank accounts, and are used to paper checks 

only. Some may not 
realize that the debit 
card that comes in the 
mail is the source of 
their payments now. 

Exemptions do exist 
for those age 90 and 
older. People can get 
a waiver if using a 
debit card would prove to be a hardship, but the government has 
said those waivers would come only in “extreme, rare circum-
stances.”

There may be some snags in transferring to non-paper payments, 
and there are certain sensitive considerations that must be taken 
into account. In the long run, however, this switch should prove 
beneficial. ■
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the dangerous games 
our chIldren play

If you suffer injuries as a result of a car accident, healthcare 

providers will play a key role by helping you try to achieve a 

quick full recovery and establish recoverable damages.

However, your health and recovery has got to be priority num-

ber one. Do not manage your recovery with an eye toward a 

potential future financial settlement.

Base your decision on selection of healthcare providers and 

how often you need to see them on medical condition only. 

Arranging more visits than necessary will not bolster a settle-

ment down the road. 

Be up front on everything with your doctor. He/she needs an 

accurate health history from you. Prior accidents and serious 

injuries need to be disclosed. Withholding this information will 

hamper your doctor’s ability to make a sound diagnosis and 

solid recommendations. Rest assured the insurance company 

already has this information.

Don’t distort the facts of your case. Don’t tell your doctor your 

car was totaled, for effect, when in reality it had a mere scratch 

on the bumper. Your doctor doesn’t need surprises on the wit-

ness stand. And it puts your credibility in doubt—never a good 

thing.

Don’t exaggerate your symptoms either. Make sure your doctor 

fully understands your current symptoms, but don’t embel-

lish. Not only will that impede your treatment, it also stands to 

embarrass you if you are caught on videotape doing a bunch of 

things that may contradict with what you told your doctor.

Make sure to follow through on your doctor’s recom-

mendations. Keep all your appointments and take all your 

medications. Follow your doctor’s orders! A full recovery 

should be your first and foremost concern, not a future financial 

settlement. ■

after an auto accIdent, keep  
your priorities straight

the heat is on – safety tip
According to the National Weather Service, heat is the number one weather-related killer in the United States, and it results in 

hundreds of deaths each year.  Surprisingly, excessive heat claims more lives on average each year than other seemingly more 

sinister weather events such as floods, lightning, tornadoes, and hurricanes combined.

Children, Parked Cars, and Warm Temps – a Bad Mix 

Leaving children alone in parked vehicles is never a good idea, but it’s especially dangerous on warm days. Dozens of children 

die each year after being left unattended in vehicles, sometimes even when they are left for just a short amount of time. The 

temperature inside a vehicle – even on a day that’s just 80 degrees – can quickly rise to levels well over 120 degrees, leading to 

heat stroke once the child’s body can’t cool itself down.

Safe Kids, U.S.A. recommends that you never leave your child alone in a parked car – even for a minute. Always lock unat-

tended vehicle doors and trunks, and call 911 immediately if you see a child left unattended in a vehicle. ■
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Could a single drug be able to shrink or cure all tumors in 

humans? Sounds far-fetched but scientists are hopeful.

About a decade ago, researchers found that leukemia cells pro-

duced a higher level of a protein called CD47 than did healthy 

cells. CD47 is a marker that identifies cells as “good guys,” 

meaning the immune system will not attack them as they circu-

late throughout the body. Because the cancer cells had the CD47 

marker, they could trick the body’s immune system into “believ-

ing” they were harmless, which permitted them to roam scot-free 

and eventually wreak their havoc.

Over the past few years, scientists have been able to develop an 

antibody that can block the signal that CD47 emits. The body 

therefore sees cancer cells in a different light and attacks them in 

seek-and-destroy missions.

In addition to blood cancers, it was found that all primary human 

tumors contain elevated levels of CD47; therefore, one antibody 

may be a multipronged weapon.

Next, human tumors were transplanted into mice. In an over-

whelmingly high percentage of cases, when the mice were treat-

ed with anti-CD47, the tumors shrank and did not spread.

Since healthy cells also carry CD47, their numbers may be 

reduced as well, but production of new blood cells ramps up 

quickly to replace those lost in the treatment.

Although the studies are extremely promising, results in our 

rodent friends don’t automatically translate to humans. The 

microenvironment of a real, original tumor can be very different 

than a transplanted tumor. 

Researchers are confident that human trials are just around the cor-

ner, with hopes of achieving a major victory in the war on cancer. ■

cancer miracle drug May be on the horIzon

 See page two
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